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ABSTRACT:   
 

The  information on the  World  Wide  Web  has been increasing gradually. This increasing 
information  has  become  a  challenge  for  the  search engine(s) to use the  web  page  ranking   
algorithms   in  an   efficient manner. The  existing  algorithms  try to place   the   most  relevant   
web   pages  at   the top of the results. But   due   to    this increased    information,    these   
algorithms are not  working  up  to  the mark. So,  the search  engines  require   a  new  
algorithm to provide the best rankings of     these   web   pages  with    the  most  relevant 
information. This paper provides    an    analysis of  the previous derived algorithms namely 
PageRank     algorithm  ,    Weighted     PageRank algorithm,   HITS,  SALSA, Weight and 
Similarity PageRank   algorithm,   Content   Based   ranking, Topic    Sensitive     ranking  ,   
Distance    ranking algorithm,   Eigen   Rumor   algorithm,  etc. It also uses Weighted PageRank, 
Weight  and Similarity PageRank  to   propose a new       algorithm     called  "Weighted 
Similarity PageRank" to rank the web pages. This  new  algorithm  not  only improves   the   web     
page     rankings      but    also    improve the efficiency of    the search engine(s) which will use 
this     algorithm.   Thus,   this    paper provides a better  solution   to  rank  web    pages than   
the   existing   algorithms. 

 

   
 

   [1] INTRODUCTION  
 

 In   the  previous years, the web pages have increased on  WWW  from  thousands of 

web  pages in 1991 to  over    billions   today   [1].   Due   to    this  increased information  on  
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the  web, a Search Engine can search only   16%  of  the   web   at  a  time [2].  This  means 

that  84%   information is left  untouched  and  cannot  reach   to   the   users  [3].  This  leads  

to  a   problem called   information  overkill  [4]. Web  page  ranking algorithms    like   

PageRank   algorithm  which   was the   first   algorithm   for   ranking   of   web   pages used   

by   the   Google   [5] ,   Weighted    PageRank   algorithm  which  works  on  inlinks   and 

outlinks  of  web   pages   [4] ,  HITS  [6] which   works   on  hubs  and   authorities   [7]   of   

the  web   pages ;  these all algorithms   have    tried    to   provide   better  search results.  

These  all  are  some  of  the  commonly used algorithms  used  by  the  search  engines  [8].  

 SALSA  is  an  extension  to the  HITS algorithm [9]. It  works  on  two  different  

Markov  chains  [10] one for   hub   scores  and other  for   authority  scores  to provide  better  

search results. Content Based ranking algorithm  [10]  is  a  relevancy and  a  weight   based 

approach  which  works on the extracted web content. Topic   Sensitive  PageRank  [11]   is  

known  as   the modified  version  of   the  PageRank  algorithm as  it  works  on  the  

PageRank  vectors  and  search  by the name of the topics. Normalized  PageRank  algorithm   

[12]  is  an  extension   to   the   PageRank   algorithm which  just  decreases the number of 

iterations. These all   algorithms   are   an  extension  or   an  optimized  version of other 

proposed ranking algorithms. Hence,   all  these  algorithms use some different  approach  to  

rank  web  pages. 

In  this  paper,   an  analysis  of  various   web    page   ranking     algorithms     is   

provided    and   a    new algorithm for ranking web pages is  also proposed.  The    proposed    

algorithm  can   improve   the   web   page   rankings  in   such   a   way  that  the  users  get   

the   relevant   information.  The  rest  of   the paper is   organized   as   follows :-   Section  2     

provides Literature   Review   with   a   brief   discussion    and   the analysis of  the  

previously  proposed  algorithms.  Section 3   gives  a  brief   description   of   Weighted 

PageRank  (WPR)  and  Weight  and  Similarity Rank (WSR)   which   are used in  the  

proposed  algorithm  along   with a  common example.  Section 4 describes     the  problem 

formulation  along  with  the  limitations  of   existing   algorithms.    Section   5  describes   

the     proposed   algorithm Weighted  Similarity  PageRank (WSPR) thoroughly  with  its  

architecture.  Section 6   provides   the    experimental    results along with  the result 

discussion followed by  the     conclusion    of   the   proposed  algorithm in section 7. 

 

[2] LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

The   PageRank   algorithm   [5]   is  a   link   analysis algorithm  as  it  works  on  the   

outlinks  and  inlinks of a web page.  PageRank of a web page is calculated  by   adding   the  

inlinks  of  a   web   page  and   then  dividing  it   by   the   sum  of  the outlinks of the web 

pages   linked   to   that   particular   web    page   [4]. PageRank  mainly  focuses  on  the   

older    links   or the   inlinks   links  [8]   only.  This   is   the   main   disadvantage   of 

PageRank   as   inlinks  links  are  not   important   as   outlinks    links   [8].    Weighted  

PageRank   algorithm   [8]   is   based     on    weights  and    content    of  the   web pages.  

The  web   pages  are  given  the   weights  that   are calculated  through  the  inlinks  and  

outlinks of a particular    web   page.  The  values   of    inlinks  and  outlinks  are  put   into  

the  basic  equation  and WPR for  a  particular    web   page  is calculated. The results of  

WPR    are    better     than   PageRank    algorithm  but  the  relevancy  of  the results w.r.t.  
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queries  is  not   there  [8]   which results in  irrelevant web pages. HITS [6] calculates the  

Hub   and   Authority  scores.   A  good   Hub   is described  as  a  web   page  that    points    

to    many   web  pages while a good   Authority   is   a  web page    that   is   pointed   by   

many Hubs   [7].   Hence,   the  links  of  the Hubs   and   Authorities  for  a particular  search 

are calculated. The main problem  in   HITS is Topic   Drift   problem  [13]   in which  we   

don't  get  the   relevant   data.   These    algorithms    mentioned  above  [7]   have  their main   

parameters   as   inlinks   and   outlinks   of the web pages. 

Content  Based  ranking  algorithm [4]  works  on the pre -processed   data.   This  pre  

processed   data   is incomplete  and  irrelevant, so it needs to be modified through  keyword  

extraction  from  the dictionary for the  user's  query and then  the  weights are calculated 

from  the  web  pages  using  the weighted   technique and ranks  the  web pages   according 

to  the  weights.  Topic Sensitive  PageRank  [11]  searches using  the  topics   of the  queries  

i.e.  the   keywords of a query. Firstly,  the   importance scores are  calculated offline similar  

to the PageRank algorithm and   then   biased  vectors are  calculated  to  generate  the  biased  

ranks  of   the  web  pages. The main  problem   with   Topic  Sensitive    ranking    is  that  it  

is  very  complex   in  calculations   and    cannot    be   implemented  easily  [14]. Optimized 

Normalized   PageRank  of  [12]  is a step   ahead    of  the   PageRank   algorithm   and    is 

based  on  the  mean  analysis  of  page  ranks  of   all  the   web   pages.   Web   page   ranks  

are  calculated   just     like    the    PageRank     algorithm   and    then  divided    by    their    

mean   value.   It  decreases  the  number  of   iterations  which  are  very   high  in   the  

PageRank  algorithm.  

In  Distance  Ranking    [18]    the  distance   between  the web   pages   is  calculated    

which  is  defined  as   the number  of  average  clicks  taken  to  reach  from one page  to  

another  web page. Then,  the  one  with  the   smallest  average   distance   is   ranked  as  

first but the addition  of  more  web pages   decreases the efficiency of the    Distance   

Ranking   algorithm  [8]   and   whole calculation   is  to  be done again.  

Eigen   Rumor   algorithm    [19]    is  used  to   evaluate   the   rank    of    blogs   to   

be    read    by   a  person. This algorithm     calculates     three      vectors     i.e.    the   

authority  vector  'a',  hub  vector  'h' and     reputation    vector      'r'.  We     get     these    

from   provisioning   matrix    'P'    and     information    evaluation   matrix  'E'.   Main   [18]    

assumptions   used     here  are:- The  objects  which  are  provided by   community  will  go  

in  their   direction , objects supported   by  a  good  hub  will  follow community,     agents 

that  provide  objects  that  follow  community    are called good     authorities    of     

community,    agents    that   evaluate    the     objects   following  community    are   called 

good  hubs    of community. The main problem with  Eigen  Rumor   algorithm  is  that  it  

cannot  be used  for  the  web  pages  but  is  used  for  blogs [8]. Edge Rank [16] is another   

ranking algorithm  which  is   used   by   Facebook  to   load the new  stories   in  the   user's  

feedback   and  it   is not used to rank web pages.     It    calculates    three     basic      

parameters  i.e. :    Affinity    Score,    Edge    weight     and  Time  Decay.  These   three    

factors    are     multiplied    to  get   the   best  results   for   ranking   the   stories   on 

Facebook.  
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[3] EXISTING RANKING ALGORITHMS  
 

The   existing    ranking   algorithms   discussed      in Section 2,  work  on   the   inlinks   

and   the  outlinks [4]. A web  page with   many  references  means  that  it  has  many  

outlinks  [7]  while a   web page  which is  referenced by many  web  pages  means that  it has 

many    inlinks.   These    two    parameters   play   an  important  role  in  the  determination 

of   ranks of the  web  pages. Many  algorithms  use  in  links  and   out    links   in   different    

ways.    PageRank     algorithm,     Weighted  PageRank    algorithm   [8],   Weight   and  

Similarity Rank  algorithm  [4],   HITS [19],  SALSA and   various   other   algorithms  work 

on  the inlinks and   outlinks.    Hence,   all  these  algorithms  which work  on  these  links  

are  called  as  the link analysis algorithms [7].  

Moreover   also ,   it   can   be   concluded    that    the  important  data  set   for   these   

algorithms   are   the   inlinks and the  outlinks links. Other algorithms   like   Topic   

Sensitive   PageRank   [11], Content     based    ranking  [15],    Distance   ranking   algorithm    

[18],   use    the   inlinks   and outlinks  in  an  indirect way   as  these  all  are  an  extension 

to PageRank,    WPR,    etc   and   enhance  the  existing  algorithms. 

  

[3.1] WPR 

 

In Weighted PageRank  algorithm  (WPR) ,   the ratio  of    the    inlinks    and   

outlinks  [4]  are   calculated     and  then  we   put   them   into   the   basic   equation    to    

calculate   the    rank  of   the  web  pages.    Here ,  outlinks   and   inlinks    have   equal    

participation   in   calculating   the   web  pages. 

 

Win(x,y) =                                                  ......(1) 

 where  I(u)=Inlinks of page u         

∑ I(p)=summation of inlinks of page x 

 

 Wout(x,y) =                                                .....(2) 

 where  O(u)=Outlinks of page y 

 ∑ O(p)=Summation of Outlinks of page x 

 

 Hence, the original Page Rank has been modified as: 

 

WPR(y) = (1-d) + d ∑WPR(x) Win + Wout      .....(3)   where d is damping factor. 

    

The value  of  d  is  generally  taken as 0.85 but for easier calculations authors  adjust  it  

accordingly. The authors of this  paper have taken the value of d as 0.5 to make calculations 

easier. 

Hence, in this way Eq. 1 calculates the inlinks and Eq. 2  calculates the outlinks of the 

web pages. Eq. 3 provides the basic equation of WPR. 

 

 

[3.1] WSR  

 
Weight   and   Similarity  Rank  also  uses  a    similar  approach   as    that   of   the  

WPR.  The  inlinks  and  outlinks [4]  are  combined    in   such  a  way   that  a single   link  
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is   calculated.  Outlinks  and  inlinks are multiplied by  the ranking  constants  α   and  β. 

Here,  Similarity   (Eq. 4)  and  Rank  (Eq.  5)   is  calculated   by  using  these  in  links  and   

out   links.  

 

Similarity Calculator :-sim(q,d)=                               .....(4) 

 

Rank Calculator :-  (v,u)=      

                                .....(5)  

   The  more  priority  is  given  to  inlinks  as  α>β  and hence,  less  priority  is  given  

to  out  links. 

Here, α+β=1 and α>β. 0.5<α<1   &   0<β<0.5. 

    Generally,  the  values   of  α   and   β   are  taken    as  0.65   and    0.35   by   the   

authors    just    to    make calculation   easier. 

    After   calculating   the   similarity   component    and the    rank   component  of    

the  web pages, the WSR equation   can   be   modified   as:- 

 WSR(x)=(1-d)+d(∑WSR(u). (x,y).sim(q,x)..(6) 

 

[3.3] COMMON EXAMPLE FOR WPR AND WSR 

 
Let's     take    an    example  for  the  two   algorithms namely  WPR   and  WSR  and  

calculate the ranks of the web pages using  the  above  mentioned  equation used  in  the  

previous  part  of  the  section. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                 

     

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

    
Fig.1: 4 Web Pages with inlinks and outlinks 

 

 

In   WPR,   initially  suppose   that  the  page  rank  of all the web pages  is  1 then  after  

calculating  all  the   necessary values, the  weighted   page  rank of all  the web pages is 

given as: 

 

WPR(W)=0.875     WPR(X)=0.833               WPR(Y)=0.5          WPR(Z)=0.916    

 

Ranking:  WPR(z)>WPR(w)>WPR(x)>WPR(y)                                                      

 

Similarly ,   the   WSR    is  calculated  for  the   same structure of  the web  pages. For 

this ,  similarity  and ranking   components   are  calculated. 

Here  ,     take     the     hypothetical     example       of  "Evolution   Of   Man"  and   

then   provide the no. of  times    these     words     have    appeared    in    these  particular  

web   pages.  

 

Sim(w)=0.968      Sim(x)=0.906             Sim(y)=0.927       Sim(z)=1.03 

(w)=1.37    (x)=1.1             (y)=1.28     (z)=0.95 

w x 

y z 
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Now, by putting values of similarity calculator and rank calculator in the basic formula 

of WSR, we get the rank of each web page as: 

 

WSR(w)=2.34       WSR(x)=2.01           WSR(y)=2.21        WSR(z)=1.98    

 

Ranking:  WSR(w)>WSR(y)>WSR(x)>WSR(z) 

 

[4] PROBLEM FORMULATION  
 

Many  web page ranking algorithms [5][4][6][15][16] are  described  in the  previous  

section  of  this  paper along   with   their   limitations.   Each  algorithm  has tried   to  be   

better than the other one. Some  of   the limitations  of   these   algorithms   are   listed   below 

as follows:- 

I. PageRank algorithm only uses  the inlinks or the outlinks inks which are not very 

relevant as compared  to  the  outlinks  links.  

II. Relevancy  is  the  major  problem  in   WPR   but search results are better  than  

PageRank. 

III. In     HITS     algorithm,    Topic   Drift   and efficiency problem  is  there. 

IV. In     Content      Sensitive     ranking,       the complexity increases  due  to  the 

calculation part. Relevancy is also separately calculated. 

V. In   Distance  ranking,  addition  of  a  single web      page   decreases   the   efficiency   

of   the   algorithm. 

 

[5] PROPOSED RANKING ALGORITHM 

 

The  traditional  page ranking algorithms discussed in the previous sections  of   the  

paper  have  worked on  the  inlinks and  the  outlinks  in  every  possible  way and   still   

have   missed   some   of    the    important   features  inside  the  architecture. The flow 

structure of  the  proposed  algorithm  WSPR  is  shown    in figure  2  which  uses the 

features of both WPR  as well  as  WSR  to  rank  the  web  pages. 

The   steps   present   in   the   flow   structure  of   the proposed algorithm  can  be  

explained  as  follows: 

 

Step1:   Equal   weights    are  given to  all   the   web pages and then  the  inlinks   and  the  

outlinks  of  the web   pages   are  calculated  separately. 

Step2: The  values  of   inlinks   and   outlinks are put into   the   basic  formula of  WPR 

algorithm and then ranks   are  calculated. 

Step3: Queries are processed and similarity calculator sim(q,d) is calculated separately for all 

the web pages according  to  the  queries  asked  by  the  user. 

Step4: As soon as the search engine  gets the ranks of both WSP and WPR, it  adds up  the 

ranks in order to calculate  the  final  rank. 
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Fig. 2 Control Flow of WSPR. 

 

The   advantages   of   both   WPR   and   WSR are combined   to   generate   the  

proposed  algorithm WSPR. Hence, it can  be  said  that the advantages of both the algorithms 

are added in WSPR. 

 

WPR+WSR=WSPR 

 

Here, more  priority is given  to  the  inlinks  than  the outlinks.  For eg. if  a  web  page  

has less inlinks and more outlinks  then  its  rank  will be increased which is  a  disadvantage  

of  WSR. This  problem is  solved by  WPR  which  gives  equal  priorities  to  both  of    the 

links i.e. inlinks and outlinks. 

In WSPR, the ranks of both WPR and WSR are added together to get the best results. 

The WPR and WSR of  the web pages mentioned in the example in the previous section are 

calculated  by using the equations 3(WPR) and 6(WSR).                         

WSPR is calculated as :- 

 

Rank(w)=WPR(w)+WSR(w)=0.875+2.34=3.22                                                                                                                                     

Rank(x)=WPR(x)+WSR(x)= 0.833+2.01=2.85                                                                                                

Rank(y)=WPR(y)+WSR(y)=0.500+2.21=2.71                                                                                                                          

Rank(z)=WPR(z)+WSR(z)=0.916+1.98=2.90 

 

Hence ,  from  these  additions,  the  ranking of the web  pages  has  been  changed  and  the  

order   of the   web   pages  changes  as   shown :- 

  

Rank(w)>Rank(z)>Rank(x)>Rank(y) 

 

Win (inlinks) 

WPR 

Give equal 

weights to all the 

web pages. 

Query Generator 

and Query 

Processor. 

Similarity Calculator 

Rank Calculator 

WSPR 

WSR 

Wout(outlinks) 

∑I(u) and ∑O(u) 
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By    doing    this  the  disadvantages  of   both   the   algorithms  (WPR  and WSR)  are   

also   overseen   as disadvantage  of  one   algorithm   is  solved   by    the  advantage  of  the  

other. 

The   rankings   have   improved   and   are  better   than   WPR   and   WSR. 

 

[6] EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT DISCUSSION 

The  proposed   algorithm   has   been     implemented in   C   programming   language.   

The     hypothetical situation    is    taken    with   considering    four   web pages   as  shown   

in figure 1.   The   manual   results have   been   compared  with the automated results. It can   

be   said  that  the   experimental  results   match with the  theoretical calculations with a 

slight  change  in  the  numbers.  

For WPR, firstly equal  weights  are  given  to  all the four web pages along with their 

inlinks  and  outlinks. The  snapshot  for  the  complete   execution   of   WPR  is shown in 

figure 3: 

 

 
Fig. 3 WPR of all the web pages. 

 

For  WSR,  the  query  taken   is  "Evolution of Man".  The  amount  of  words   present  

in  each   web  page   is   taken as  input. The snapshots of  the complete   execution   of   the   

program   are  given in figure 4: 
 

 
Fig. 4 WSR of the web pages. 

 

After  the  execution  of  both  WPR and WSR  in   C, we  combine  both  the  

algorithms  and  then execute the  proposed  Weighted Similarity PageRank  (WSPR).  The  

following  snapshot in figure 5  shows  the  working  of   the  proposed  algorithm: 
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Fig. 5 WSPR of all the web pages. 

 

In WPR, w is ranked second and in WSR w is ranked first. Hence, in  the  proposed 

algorithm, the  position  of  w is resolved  by   adding   the   WPR   and   WSR ranks  and  put   

it  on first position. y  is  having   the ranking   as   fourth   in  WPR  as  it  has  no  outlinks  

and  second   in   WSR   as  outlinks  are   given   less priority.   By   adding   both  these   

ranks  y is  put on fourth  position . 

x   remains unchanged  in  both  WPR  and  WSR and hence   x   has  same position in 

WSPR as it is placed on  third  position. z   is   having   WPR   rank at    the   first    position  

and   WSR   rank  at   fourth position.  Hence,  by   adding  both  the  ranks of  z, it is  placed 

on the  second  position.  There is a  conflict  between   the    ranks   of   z   and   y  as   both  

are  having very   similar ranks but  still  z  is  at second and y at fourth.  This    is due   to   

the    fact   that   y  has  no outlinks   and   on   the  other  hand   z   is having  the   oulinks. 

From   the   above  deductions,   it  is   seen  that    the  proposed  ranking  algorithm uses the  

advantages   of   both  WPR  and WSR.  

From  the  above  results   it   is  seen  that  there  is  a  change in the rankings  of  the  

web   pages. The  web pages  with  more  relevant  data   are  at  the top  and  the  ones  with   

less  important  data   are   placed   at bottom.   Both  the   algorithms,  i.e. WPR  and  WSR   

play  important  role  in  ranking  these  web  pages. 

 

[8] CONCLUSION  

In  this  paper,  a  new  algorithm   is  being  proposed   that gives  us  better  search  

results  as   compared  to  the existing algorithms namely WPR and WSR  as   it  uses  the  

advantages  of both  these  algorithms. This algorithm works on all the  main  parameters  that 

are necessary  for  the  ranking of  web   pages. It  mainly works on the  inlinks  and  outlinks  

along  with  their priorities. This algorithm can  be  used  by  the search engines   to   provide   

better   search   results   to   the     queries  of the users. Hence, this proposed   algorithm is  a  

way  better  alternative  in  the  future  than   the other ranking algorithms previously 

proposed. 
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